Directions:
1. Cut out both flowers and at least one bee. Be careful, and get grown-up help if needed!
2. Decorate your bee and flowers, but don’t color in the middle of the flower!
3. In the center of Flower #1, place cheese puffs, chalk, or other touch item.
4. Putting your fingers through the finger holes on your bee puppet, touch the items in Flower #1.
5. Place your dusted fingers on Flower #2.
6. Repeat as needed to leave marks on Flower #2.
7. Make observations, and share them with a friend!
   - What do your fingers represent?
   - What did your cheese puffs or chalk represent?
   - What happened when you touched Flower #2 after touching Flower #1?
   - What did the marks on Flower #2 represent?